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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper presents an investigation of a voltage and frequency controller for an isolated asynchronous generator (IAG) 
driven by a wind turbine and supplying 3-phase 4-wire loads to the isolated areas where a grid is not accessible. The 
control strategy is based on the indirect current control of the VSC (voltage source converter) using the frequency PI 
controller. The proposed controller consists of three single-phase IGBT (Insulated Gate Bipolar Junction Transistor ) based 
VSC, which are connected to each phase of the IAG through three single phase transformers and a battery at their DC link. 
The controller has the capability of controlling reactive and active powers to regulate the magnitude and frequency of the 
generated voltage, harmonic elimination, load balancing and neutral current compensation. The proposed isolated system 
is modeled and simulated in MATLAB using Simulink and PSB (Power System Block-set) toolboxes to verify the 
performance of the controller. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Isolated asynchronous generators (IAGs), which are 
also known as a self excited induction generators (SEIG), 
with their low maintenance and simplified control, appear 
to be an effective solution for isolated hydro and wind 
power applications [1-4] where grid supply is not accessible 
and where areas are rich in renewable energy sources. In 
pico hydro applications, there is a number of low cost 
schemes which are available to control the voltage and 
frequency of an IAG [5-8]. Substantial work has also been 

done to study the state and transient behavior of isolated 

[9-12], as well as grid connected [13-16], wind power 
applications along with regulating the magnitude and 
frequency of the system voltage. However, in a grid 
connected wind power application, the frequency remains 
constant due to the availability of the grid but is a greater 
challenge in an isolated mode of operation under the 
conditions of varying wind speeds. After a careful review 
of the literature [5-12] it is observed that previously reported 
work concentrated only on 3-phase 3-wire or single phase 
power applications of the IAG. 

In this paper an effort is made to investigate a controller 
for the wind turbine driven IAG to feed 3-phase 4-wire 
loads in remote communities where grid supply is not 
accessible. An investigation of such a system is necessary 
because most of the loads in such communities are single 
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phase distributed loads. The proposed controller consists 
of three single-phase IGBT (Insulated Gate Bipolar 
Junction Transistor) based voltage source converter (VSC), 
which are connected to each phase of IAG through three 
single phase transformers [17] and a battery at its DC link 

[18]. In addition to controlling the magnitude and frequency 
of the generated voltage it also has the capability of 
harmonic elimination, load balancing, load leveling and 
neutral current compensation under any dynamic 
condition like variation of consumer load or speed of the 
wind. There is also an additional feature that the neutral 
point for the load is created through the neutral point of 
the capacitor bank and terminals of the single phase 
transformers which provides the choice to connect the 
machine either in star or delta configuration. 
 
 

2. System Configuration and Principle of 
Operation 

 
Fig 1 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed 

electro-mechanical system along-with its controller, 
excitation capacitor and consumer loads. A star connected 
excitation capacitor bank with neutral terminal ‘n’ is used 
to generate the rated voltage at no-load, while additional 
demand of excitation to regulate the voltage is met by the 
controller. The neutral point for the consumer loads is 
created through a neutral point of the excitation capacitor 
bank and the transformer of the proposed controller. 

The proposed controller is realized using three 
single-phase IGBT based voltage source converters 
(VSCs) with a battery at its DC bus. Each phase of VSC is 

connected to the generator through three single-phase 
transformers. Advantages of using such 3-phase 4-wire 
topology of the VSC include voltage rating of the battery 
is selected at optimum level and the transformer provides 
the path for flowing neutral currents. The proposed 
controller is having a bi-directional flow capability of 
active and reactive powers by which it can control the 
magnitude and frequency of the generator voltage during 
different dynamic conditions like variation in consumer 

 Fig. 1  Schematic diagram of VF controller for a IAG 
 Driven wind turbine feeding 3-phase 4-wire loads 

 

 
Fig. 2  Schematic diagram of control scheme for VF controller in 3-phase 4-wire application of wind turbine driven IAG 
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loads and under the condition of varying wind speeds.  
For maintaining constant frequency, total generated 

power should be consumed by the applied load (consumer 
load + battery). Here a frequency controller is used for 
extracting the active component of the source current. 
When there is a deficiency in the generated power, the 
battery supplies the additional required load demand 
through a process of discharging, and maintains the 
constant frequency along with providing the functions of 
load leveling. While there is an excess of generated power, 
it starts charging the battery and consumes additional 
generated power which is not consumed by the consumer 
loads. 
 

3. Control Scheme  
 

As shown in Fig. 2 the control strategy of the proposed 
voltage and frequency controller is realized through 
derivation of reference source currents (ir

sa, ir
sb, ir

sc). 
Three-phase reference source currents consist of two 
components; one is in phase or active component (ir

da, ir
db, 

ir
dc) for regulating the frequency, while other one is in 

quadrature or reactive component (ir
qa, ir

qb, ir
qc) for 

regulating the terminal voltage. The amplitude of the 
active power component of the source current (Idm) is 
estimated by dividing the difference of filtered load power 
(PLfilter) and output of PI frequency controller (Pc) to the 
amplitude of the terminal voltage (Vtm). The multiplication 
of Idm with in-phase unit amplitude templates (da, db and 
dc) yields the in-phase component of reference source 
currents. These templates are three-phase sinusoidal 
functions, which are derived by dividing the AC voltages 
va, vb and vc by their amplitude Vtm. To generate the 
quadrature component of reference source currents, 
another set of sinusoidal quadrature unity amplitude 
templates (qa, qb, qc) is obtained from in-phase unit vectors 
(da, db and dc). The multiplication of these components 
with output of the AC voltage PI controller (Iqm) gives the 
quadrature, or reactive component, of reference source 
currents. The sum of instantaneous quadrature and 
in-phase component of source currents is the reference 
source currents (ir

sa, ir
sb and ir

sc), and each phase current is 
compared with the corresponding reference to generate the 
PWM unipolar switching signal for all three single-phase 

VSCs [19]. The unipolar switching scheme has the 
advantage of “effectively” doubling the ripple frequency 
as far as the output harmonics are concerned. 
 

4. Control Algorithm 
 

Basic equations of the control scheme of the proposed 
controller are as follows. 
 

4.1 Computation of active component of 
reference source current 

The active component of the reference source current is 
estimated by dividing the difference of filtered 
instantaneous load power (PLfilter) and output of the PI 
frequency controller to the terminal voltage (Vtm). The 
load power (PL) is estimated as by taking the 3-phase to a 
2-phase transformation: 

 
vα = (√2/3) (vla – ½ vlb – ½ vlc)        (1) 
vβ = (√2/3) (√3/2 vlb- √3/2 vlc)        (2) 
iα = (√2/3) (ila – ½ ilb – ½ ilc)                 (3) 
iβ = (√2/3) (√3/2 ilb- √3/2 ilc)                 (4) 

 
Instantaneous active power is estimated as: 

 
PL = vαiα+ vβiβ                          (5) 

 
It is filtered to achieve its DC component (PLfilter). 
The frequency error is defined as 

 
fer(n) = fref(n) – f(n)                          (6) 

 
where fref is the reference frequency (50Hz in present 

system) and ‘f’ is the frequency of the voltage of an 
asynchronous generator. The instantaneous value of ‘f’ is 
estimated using the phase locked loop (PLL) at the 
terminals of the generator. 

At the nth sampling instant the output of frequency PI 
controller (Pc) is as: 

 
Pc(n) = Pc(n-1) + Kpf { fer(n) – fer(n-1)} + Kif fer(n)         (7) 
 
Then the active component of the reference source 

current (Idm ) is calculated as:   
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Idm = 2(PLfilter – Pc)/ (3Vtm)                 (8) 
 
The instantaneous line voltages at the terminals of an 

asynchronous generator (va, vb and vc) are considered 
sinusoidal and their amplitude is computed as: 

 
Vtm = {(2/3) (va

2 +vb
2 +vc

2)}1/2                 (9) 
 
The unity amplitude templates are having instantaneous 

value in phase with instantaneous voltage (va, vb and vc), 
which are derived as 

 
da = va/Vtm ; db = vb/Vtm ; dc = vc/Vtm           (10) 
 
Instantaneous values of in-phase components of 

reference source currents are estimated as: 
 
ir

da = Idm da; ir
db = Idm db; ir

dc = Idm dc;      (11) 
              
4.2 Computation of reactive component of 

reference source current 
The AC voltage error Ver at the nth sampling instant is as 
 
Ver(n) = Vtmref(n) – Vtm(n)                (12) 
 
 where Vtmref(n) is the amplitude of the reference AC 

terminal voltage and Vtm(n) is the amplitude of the sensed 
three-phase AC voltage at the terminals of an asynchronous 
generator at the nth instant computed in eq (9)  

The output of the PI controller (Iqm(n)) for maintaining 
constant AC terminal voltage at the nth sampling instant is 
expressed as 

 
Iqm(n)= Iqm(n-1) + Kpa { Ver(n) – Ver(n-1)} + Kia Ver(n)    (13) 
                     

where Kpa and Kia are the proportional and integral gain 
constants of the proportional integral (PI) controller 
(values are given in Appendix). Ver (n) and Ver(n-1)  are the 
voltage errors in nth and (n-1)th instant and Iqm(n-1) is the 
amplitude of the quadrature component of the reference 
source current at the (n-1)th instant.  

The instantaneous quadrature components of reference 
source currents are estimated as 

 
ir

qa = Iqm qa; ir
qb= Iqm qb; ir

qc = Iqm qc      (14) 

where qa, qb and qc are another set of unit vectors having a 
phase shift of 90º leading the corresponding unit vectors da, 
db and dc which are computed as follows 
 

qa = -db / √3 + dc / √3        (15) 
qb = √3 da / 2 + (db – dc) / 2√3       (16) 
qc = -√3 da / 2 + (db – dc) / 2√3       (17) 

 
4.3 Computation of reference source current 
Total reference source currents are the sum of in-phase and 

quadrature components of the reference source currents as 
 
ir

sa = ir
qa +ir

da       (18)           
ir

sb = ir
qb +ir

db        (19)  
ir

sc = ir
qc +ir

dc        (20) 
 
4.4 PWM signal generation 
Reference source currents (ir

sa, ir
sb and ir

sc) are compared 
with sensed source currents (isa, isb and isc). The current 
errors are computed as 

 
isaerr = ir

sa – isa                             (21)  
isberr = ir

sb – isb                         (22) 
iscerr = ir

sc – isc        (23) 
             
These current errors are amplified using proportional 

controller by gain ‘K’ and which are as follows.  
 
Vcca = K* isaerr        (24) 
Vccb = K* isberr                 (25) 
Vccc = K* iscerr        (26) 

 
These amplified signals are compared with fixed 

frequency (10 kHz) triangular carrier wave to generate a 
unipolar PWM switching signal [19] to generate the gating 
signal for the VSC of each phase. For switching on the 
single phase VSC to the phase ‘A’, the basic logic is as: 

 
cca tri

cca tri

V  > V (upper device of the left leg of phase 'A' on)
V  < V (lower device of the left leg of phase 'A' on)
⎧ ⎫
⎨ ⎬
⎩ ⎭

   (27)

 
cca tri

cca tri

-V  > V (upper device of the right leg of phase 'A' on)
-V  < V (lower device of the right leg of phase 'A' on)
⎧ ⎫
⎨ ⎬
⎩ ⎭

 (28) 

 
where Vtri is taken as the amplitude of the fixed frequency 
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triangular wave and similar logic is applied to generate the 
gating signals for the two other phases. 
 

5. MATLAB Based Modelling 
 

Modeling of the proposed system including an 
asynchronous generator, a wind turbine and its controller, 
is carried out in MATLAB version of 7.1 using Simulink 
and PSB toolboxes. A brief description of each component 
is given as follows. 

 
5.1 Modeling of mechanical system  
The aerodynamic power generated by the wind turbine 

can be expressed as [20, 21] 

 
P = 0.5 ρACpυw

3        (29) 
 
where the aerodynamic power is expressed as a function 

of the specific density (ρ) of the air, the swept area of the 
blades (A) and the wind speed (υw).  

To generate the constant frequency, the additional 
generated power with increased wind speed is stored into 
the battery and the speed of the generator is maintained at 
almost constant. Fig. 3 shows the curve between power 
coefficient (Cp) and tip speed ratio (λ) at the fixed degree 
pitch angle (β). It shows that Cp reaches a maximum value 
(0.48) for a maximum tip speed ratio (8.1), which yields 
the maximum mechanical power available in the wind 
turbine for a given wind speed. The tip speed ratio (TSR) 
is defined as the ratio of the linear speed at the tip of the 
blade (ωTR) and the wind speed (νw), ωT being the 
rotational speed of the wind turbine. The polynomial 
relation between Cp and λ at a particular pitch angle for 
considered wind turbine [20, 21] is represented as 

 
Cp = C1 {(C2/λi)-C3 β-C4}} e-(C

5
/λi) + C6λ      (30) 

 
where 1/ λi = {1/( λ+C7 β)} – {C8/ (β3+1)}and β = 0° 
 

5.2 Modeling of electrical system  
The electrical system consists of an asynchronous 

generator with the excitation capacitor. An available 
model of an asynchronous machine including the 
saturation characteristics, which is determined by 

conducting a synchronous speed test on the machine, is 
considered into the model of the isolated generator. A 
bank of fixed value star connected excitation capacitor 
bank with neutral terminal ‘n’ is selected to generate the 
rated voltage at no-load while an additional demand of 
reactive power is met by the controller. 
 

5.3 Modeling of the controller 
The proposed voltage and frequency controller consists 

of CC-VSC (current controlled voltage source converter) 
with the battery at its DC link. In Fig 1, Thevenin’s 
equivalent circuit of the battery based model is shown at 
the DC link of the controller. The terminal voltage of the 
equivalent battery (Vb) is obtained as follows 

 
Vb > (N2/N1) (√2/√3) Vl                (31) 

 
where Vl is the line to line rms voltage of the generator 
and N2/N1 is turn ratio of transformer. 

Since the battery is an energy storage unit, its energy is 
represented in kWh when a capacitor is used to model the 
battery unit, the capacitance can be determined from 
 

3

b 2 2
ocmax ocmin

kWh * 3600 * 10C   = 
0.5(V  - V )

                (32) 

 
In the Thevenin’s equivalent model of the battery where 

Rs is the equivalent resistance (external + internal) of a 
parallel parallel/series combination of a battery, which is 
usually a small value. The parallel circuit of Rb and Cb is 

Fig. 3  Curve between power coefficients (Cp) and tip speed ratio (λ) 
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used to describe the stored energy and voltage during 
charging or discharging. Rb in parallel with Cb, represents 
self discharging of the battery, since the self discharging 
current of a battery is small, the resistance Rb is large. 
Here the battery is considered of having 18 kW for 8 Hrs 
peaking capacity, and with the variation in the voltage of 
order of 440V-460V. 

 
5.4 Modeling of the Consumer Loads  
Linear and non-linear loads are modeled using available 

resistive and reactive elements and three single phase 
diode rectifier and L-C filter with resistive elements at it 
DC bus respectively in the PSB toolboxes of MATLAB. 
 

6. Results and discussion 
 

The performance of the proposed controller is 

demonstrated under different electrical and mechanical 
dynamic conditions. Figs 4 and 5 show the performance of 
the controller for supplying balanced/ unbalanced, linear/ 
non-linear loads. Fig. 6 demonstrates the performance of 
the controller under the condition of varying wind speeds 
and it is observed that in all conditions, the controller 
responds in a desired manner. Simulated transient 
waveforms of the generator voltage (vabc), generator 
current(iabc), capacitor current (icca), load currents (ilabc), 
controller current (icabc), neutral current of source (isn) load 
(iln) and compensator (icn), terminal voltage (vtm), 
frequency (f), speed of the wind (vw), battery current (ib), 
battery voltage (vb) and instantaneous active load power 
and filtered power (PL and PLfilter), variation in power of 
battery (Pbat), consumer load (Pload) and generator (Pgen)  
are given under different dynamic (variation of consumer 
load and variation of wind speed) conditions. Table 1 

 
Fig. 4  Transient waveforms during application of balanced/unbalanced linear load at particular wind speed 
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presents the total harmonic distortions (THD) of the 
generator voltage and current and under different 
non-linear load conditions. 

 
6.1 Performance of the controller feeding linear 

and non-linear loads 
Fig 4 demonstrates the performance of the controller 

with resistive loads at fixed wind speed. At 1.5 sec a 
three-phase 18kW resistive load is applied and it is 
observed that the remaining active power is absorbed by 
the battery to regulate the frequency. At 1.65 sec one 
phase and later on at 1.8 sec another phase of the load are 
opened and the load becomes unbalanced but voltage and 

current at the generator terminals remain balanced which 
show the load balancing aspects of the controller. 
Similarly Fig 5 demonstrates the performance of the 
controller for feeding non-linear loads. At 1.55 sec a set of 
3-single phase diode bridge rectifier based load with L-C 
filter and resistive element is applied on the system. It is 
observed that voltage and frequency remain constant as in 
the case of a linear load and at 1.7 sec one phase of the 
load is opened and later on at 1.8 sec another phase is 
opened the load becomes unbalanced but in such type of 
worst load condition, the controller maintains the balanced 
voltage and current at the generator terminal. Total 
harmonic distortion (THD) of generator voltage (Va) 

 
Fig. 5  Transient waveforms during application of balanced/unbalanced non-linear load at particular wind speed 
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Fig. 6  Transient waveforms during variation of wind speed at particular consumer load 

 
generator current (ia) and load current (ilc) are given under 
the condition of balanced and unbalanced non-linear loads 
(THD) conditions respectively.  This is also well within 
the limit of 5% as per the IEEE-519 standard. In addition 
to it neutral current of the source, it is also compensated 
and maintained at zero value. 
 

6.2 Performance of the controller under varying 
wind speed 

Fig. 6 shows the performance of the controller with 
varying wind speeds at constant applied consumer load. At 
1.5 sec when the wind speed is 8m/s, a consumer load 
(18kW) is applied at the generator terminals. It is observed 

that due to insufficient power generation at low wind 
speed, an additional load power is supplied by the battery 
to regulate the frequency. At 1.65 sec as the wind speed is 
increased from 8m/s to 9m/s, the generator current (iabc) is 
increased so that at a particular load, now the current 
supplied by the battery (ibat) is reduced because now the 
demand is now met by the generator itself and has the 
availability of enough wind power. For maintaining the 
constant speed of the generator for constant frequency 
operation, it is shown that tip speed ratio (TSR) is also 
reduced in the same proportion as the wind speed is increased. 
At 1.8 sec, the wind speed is reduced from 9m/s to 7m/sec 
then it is observed that the battery again starts discharging 
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to meet the demand of the consumer loads. At 1.95 sec 
when the load is fully removed it is shown that the battery 
starts charging to store the total generated power. In this 
manner, the controller provides the load leveling and the 
control of the frequency. Here an interesting observation is 
also made that the response of the controller under 
electrical dynamic conditions (load variation) is faster than 
the mechanical dynamic conditions (wind speed variation). 
The frequency regulation under the electrical dynamic 
condition is also much faster than the mechanical dynamic 
condition. It is mainly because mechanical time constant is 
higher than the electrical time constant. 
 

7. Conclusion 
 

The performance of the VF controller has been 
demonstrated under the conditions of varying 
balanced/unbalanced linear and non-linear consumer loads 
as well as under the conditions of varying wind speed. It 
has been observed that the controller responds in a desired 
manner and maintains the magnitude and frequency of the 
generated voltage along with functioning as a harmonic 
eliminator, a load balancer and a neutral current 
compensator. 
 

Appendix 
 
The parameters of 22kW, 415V, 50Hz, 
Y-connected, 4-pole asynchronous machine are 
given below. 
Rs = 0.2511Ω, Rr =0.2489Ω, Xlr= Xls= .52Ω, J = 0.304 
kg-m2, C = 12 kVAR 
Lm = 0.075    Im<8.0 
Lm = 0.075-0.003(Im-8.0)  8<Im<13 

Lm = 0.06-0.002(Im-13)   13<Im<23 
Lm = 0.041     Im>23 
 
Battery specification 
Cb = 40000F, Rb = 10kΩ, Rs = 0.01Ω, Voc = 450V 
 
Controller parameters 
Lf = 3mH, Rf = 0.1Ω, and Cdc = 8000µF, N1:N2 = 1:1 
Kpa = 0.18, Kia = 0.01; Kpf = 43, Kif = 3250. 
 
Wind turbine specification 
Rating 22kW, Cpmax = 0.48, λm = 8.1 
C1= 0.5176, C2= 116, C3=0.4, C4= 5, C5= 21, C6= 0.0068, 
C7= 0.08, C8= 0.035. 
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